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GC3- Geekay’s Carnival-Cultural-

Celebration becomes the Talk of the 

Town The Geekay World School’s 

Carnival-Cultural –Celebration

equation –GC3 which is an Annual 

Showcase done on a novel theme 

captured the attention of the spectators 

with a fine blend of foodie shopping, 

cultural extravaganza and festivity 

celebration.  The theme –Flavors of 

Films, being an evergreen topic, 

permeated to all the ages across, among 

the audience inviting enthusiasm and 

excitement from the viewers. Fantasy 

dances, science fiction themes, 

Biographical events and other flavors 

of films came live on stage on 11th and 

12th of January, 2017. 
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The programmes witnessed the grand 

finale of Pongal Celebration and 

dispersed on a positive note of New 

Year Greetings and Pongal Greetings 

to everyone.GC3 brought in lively 

memories for the everyone to cherish 

on both the days. 

. 

  The Theme -‘Bharath Humko Jaan Se 

Pyara Hai’ (I love my India more than 

my Life), brought the 68th Republic 

Day Celebration at TGWS on 26th 

January, 2017- more pride filled and 

encouraging. When the national flag 

rendered the symbolic sense of ‘Unity in 

Diversity’, every Geekain, took pleasure 

in commemorating the long tiring 

journey of India to emerge as an 

independent, republic and secular 

country. The National Flag was hoisted 

by the Directors Mr.Vinod Gandhi and 

Mr.Santhosh Gandhi, transferring the 

fervor of patriotism to the school 

community. We want our students to 

take pride in BEING INDIAN!
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To bring out the artistic talents, creating 

awareness of the possibilities of using 

varied words in oral and written 

expression and to add words to the active 

vocabulary of students, spell bee and 

drawing competitions were conducted at 

VIT University, Vellore on 27th and 28th 

January 2017. Over 30 schools and 300 

students participated in the competition 

to exhibit their creative skills and also for 

enriching their vocabulary bank. We, the 

members of TGWS proudly announce 

that our little shining stars proved once 

again; that they not only excel in 

academics, but also shine in exhibiting 

their skills by their creative presentation 

and vocabulary talents. The competition 

was designed in a pyramid structure 

enabling every student studying in 

Grades 3-9 to participate in the event. 

The students of grades 3-9 had tough 

competition as they had to overcome the 

two rounds of dictation which was 

conducted on 27th January 2017. The 

winners  of the first round competed in 

the Final Round the immediate next day. 

A group of moderators and spellers from 

the teaching community facilitated the 

smooth organization and execution of the 

event. Summing up, the competition 

helped the children to familiarize with 

the spellings and usage of many 

unfamiliar words. Again, on 28th 

January, a drawing competition was also 
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organized to explore and encourage 

creativity in children and offer them a 

platform to show their skill in drawing 

and coloring. It inspired children to think 

and work creatively and also promoted 

artistic excellence. The competition 

witnessed enthusiastic participation of all 

the students.  Moreover, children 

participated earnestly in the competition. 

Their efforts and initiative was 

appreciated by one and all. 

The program started by 10.15 a.m. 

Ms.Jaisakthi addressed the gathering 

and the session started with prayer 

song and school song. 

Ms. Priyasri gave the welcome speech 

to the parents. Then the session was 
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taken over by Ms. Shanti, Ms. 

Swadhini, Ms. Jaisakthi who explained 

the Teaching methodology through a 

PPT presentation. It was followed by 

Children's  performance , Quiz for 

parents about school  and open 

discussion session wherein parents had 

an interaction with the teachers.  
The session was very good, informative, 

interesting and useful to them. Most of 

their doubts and queries were cleared. 

Parents suggested to have a bridge 

course for Kindergarten children as 

they feel difficult when they step into 

Grade 1. Overall the program went 

well. 

Lower Primary  Teachers' assembly 

was held on 25th January 2017. 

Teachers performed based on the 

theme "Republic Day". Teachers 

showcased their acting on the topic 

of"" Stand Together and Serve India" 

Students enjoyed their performance 

and they learned about the difference 
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between Independence Day and 

Republic Day. Overall, the assembly 

was good and it was an informative 

show for the students. 

Upper Primary teachers conducted 

Assembly on 23rd Jan 2017. The day 

stared with the prayer song followed by 

new words; Ms. Annapoorani had a 

good interaction for the words 'Zeal' 

and 'Scintillating'. Students gave 

different sentences for the new words. 

Ms. Krishnaveni updated the students 

with the current news. Teachers 

involved themselves in skit and played 

a great role. The skit theme was 

"Happiness". It was followed by 

happiness song where students enjoyed 

by clapping their hands. Ms. Nazira 

showed a video presentation on 

'Wastage of Food'. She interacted with 

the students on the importance of not 

wasting food. Students understood the 
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video of a man who brings food from 

the wastage and feeds to his family. It 

was indeed a good video. Last but not 

least our Head of School Dr.Praseedha 

Sreekumar gave a precious message on 

Swami Vivekananda.” Happiness is 

absence of Sadness, Sadness is absence 

of Happiness”. Overall, it was a great 

assembly done by Upper Primary 

teachers. 

 Leadership Activity

o Fancy Dress ( Lower Primary)

o English Recitation (Lower Primary)

o Story Narration (Upper Primary)

o Drama Presentation (Upper Primary)

 Formative Assessment -4  for Primary

 2 nd Coffee Lounge for Grade 2 & 3

 2 nd Coffee Lounge for Upper Primary
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